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Our goal with today's presentation and discussion is to prepare you for a successful 

college transition.  Most peoples lives will change dramatically after graduation.  

While you may have many responsibilities in college, they are typically less important 

than the responsibilities you face after graduation.  When you are in college, you are 

able to take a break from your studies whenever you feel like it. This is not the case 

in the working world as you are required to be at work early in the morning and ready 

to do your job efficiently every day of the week. You cannot take a day off here or 

there as you might be able to when you are in college. For some this will be easier 

than others, but by better understanding this transition it will become easier to adapt 

to the working world. 

*http://www.careerealism.com/transition-college-career/
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While there are libraries full of books and bloggers dedicating their lives to these 

topics, I want to boil down today's discussion into three key areas.

1) Finding a job

2) Performing effectively at your job

3) Preparing for a prosperous career

I hope that you leave today’s training not overwhelmed but with a handful of key 

takeaways, tools and new knowledge that you can apply to your transitions.
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The reason I showed you these last few slides is not just to show my background but 

to share my experiences and what I’ve learned in this large transition.

There are no secrets in this presentation, no amazing new techniques, just reminders 

of the fundamentals.

I am not an expert in the field.  I am just someone who has lived it and wants to share 

what I have learn, what I’ve done right and what I’ve done wrong.  
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Many of you in the room may be in the middle of a the job hunt, starting the job hunt 

or maybe just not sure what to do.  Over the next several slides I will provide tips on a 

few of the basics including writing resumes and cover letters, social networking 

presence and job interviewing. 
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With these types of statistics how do you stand out among the masses of new college 

graduates? 

The answer is simple: a thorough well crafted resume.

Your resume is perhaps the most valuable marketing tool you've got.  It can work for 

you or against your.  After all, in a matter of seconds, the content will make or break 

your chances of landing an interview. 

*http://www.careerbuilder.com/Article/CB-1188-Cover-Letters-Resumes-Are-

Employers-Looking-at-Your-R%C3%A9sum%C3%A9/
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1. Customize to each job application:  Many of you will eventually be placed in the 

role of hiring an employee at some point in your career.  Put yourself in the place 

of the hiring manager.  What would you like to see? Would you rather see a 

generic resume or cover letter saying, “Dear Sir or Madam, I would like to apply 

for a job at your company” or “Dear Mr. Mitchell, I am applying for the Lean 

Specialist position at Children's Hospital in Knoxville, TN”

• Personal cover letter every time:  Personal cover letters can be a lot of 

work  but they can make a big difference in standing out from the crowd 

and avoiding the circular file.  They also show the hiring manager that you 

are willing to go that extra mile.  There are several guides on the internet 

for covers letter.  To save time, create a form letter with the basics you 

want to convey in your cover letter and then tailor it to each application.  

Always be sure to mention your passion for working for the company you 

are applying to and then relate it to some aspect of their philosophy, 

mission and/or visions.    

• Find the direct email address:  I encourage you to use the company’s 

format and standard process when applying for a job.  In addition, 

personally, I would try to find the name and  direct email address of your 

potential manager. Email your cover lever and resume directly to them. 

Often times, you can find this information through a Google search, 

Linked-In, and even by just calling the company.  

• Another tip for finding the correct email is that if you know the 
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company’s email format and your potential managers name then 

you can  typically recreated their address.  For example, you know 

someone in company named Jane Doe and her email address is 

jdoe@etch.com.  If the potential managers name is Isaac Mitchell, 

their email is more than likely imitchell@etch.com.

2. Length: 2 pages max: Two pages tends to be a general rule of thumb for 

resumes.  Some people even say to limit them to one page.   Think of you resume 

as an executive summary; like that found in a technical paper.  It’s there to spark 

the interest of the reader and bring them in for more.  In the case of a resume, it’s 

to get the reader to bring you in for an interview.

• Expand your resume with a personal website.  Having a personal website 

lets you go into more detail on your resume.  You can also highlight 

projects, articles and work in a more visual format.

3. Format:

• Clean and Simple:  Remember nearly 25% of managers receive more then 

75 resumes for each open position.  Make sure your resume is easy to 

read.  Avoid being overly wordy, use bullet points to get to the point and 

highlight project accomplishments.

• 12pt. font size or larger:  Having a font size smaller than 12 pt will be 

tough for some hiring managers to read.  Don’t give them this excuse to 

toss your resume aside.
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At a glance, which is easier to read?
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• Content:

o Qualification summary with keywords:  

oAgain, you only have a matter of seconds, or a minute if you're lucky, 

to impress a hiring manager with your résumé. Don't make them 

search for the important material. Including a career/qualification 

summary at the top will give managers an immediate snapshot of your 

skills and accomplishments.

oEX:  Industrial Engineer with more than 7 years of experience 

implementing Lean in healthcare facilities. Expertise include 

lean culture change, conducting kaizen events, 

throughput/productivity studies, quality and safety compliance, 

5S programs, value stream mapping, and A3 thinking as well as 

establishing companywide goals and objectives. Managed 

capital projects, cross-functional team training, outside 

consulting support, and effectively provided ongoing 

communication across multiple departments and workforce 

levels. 

oKeywords are very important to include in your resume in today's 

digital age.  Tracking systems are becoming increasingly popular to 

screen and weed out unqualified candidates. In fact, 51 percent of 

human resource managers report using them in the hiring process. To 

avoid the circular file, integrate keywords from the job posting into 
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your résumé. Doing so will heighten your chances of showing up near 

the top of the employer's ranking of the most relevant candidates.

o List actual accomplishments not just job duties:

oPotential employees are typically more focused on results then just 

job duties.  Include quantitative data to show the effect of your work.

oBe specific and use numbers

oResponsibility vs. Accomplishments

oResponsibility: Value Stream Mapping and Time Study of 

Emergency Department 

oAccomplishment: Decreased wait time by 50% to an average 

of 13 minutes which resulted in cost reduction of $45,000 

annually

o Include contact information: 

oMake sure it is up to date and transferable after you graduate.

oHome address versus school address

oAvoid school email address that you may not have access to after 

graduation

o Keep email address professional: Set up a professional email address.  Use 

a simple format such as firstname.lastname@gmail.com.  If you have a tough 

name to spell consider using just an initial to prevent users from typing it in 

incorrectly.  

• Create a simple text resume:  Several companies and websites will have their own 

online forms for you to fill out. After you have created your final resume convert it to 

a simple text resume that you can easily copy and paste from.  This will help prevent 

typos.

• Utilize Career Services for help:  Most schools will have a careers service 

department that will help you with resume writing and review.  They will have several 

books and guides along with staff guide you along in the process and transition. 

*http://www.careerbuilder.com/Article/CB-1188-Cover-Letters-Resumes-Are-

Employers-Looking-at-Your-R%C3%A9sum%C3%A9/ 
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“Think before you post”

Positive Finding:

•Demonstrating professionalism

•Demonstrating strong communication skills

•Showcasing their personality and a variety of interests

•Creativity

•References and recommendations posted by other people

Negative Findings:

•Posting provocative or crude pictures

•Posting comments or pictures that indicated heavy alcohol or drug use

•Making discriminatory comments

•Demonstrating poor communication skills

•Badmouthing a former employer

In other words, be mindful of how you present yourself online, particularly on 

websites like Facebook and LinkedIn, since that’s where most hiring managers look. 

And no matter what you do, don’t post inappropriate images or content that will 

make a possible employer think twice about hiring you.

*http://www.murrayresources.com/what-hiring-managers-look-for-when-they-
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google-you/
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Ways to maximize LinkedIn:

•Update your profile using your resume as a guide

•Build your network through your email address book, former classmates and former 

employers

•Establish context when sending LinkedIn invitations

•Seek out and give recommendations

•Find out where people with your background are working

•Make a target list of companies; get connected with these professionals

•Spend at least 5 minutes or so daily, providing regular updates/commenting on 

topics, submitting links to your latest articles, blogs, etc

•Join relevant industry associations and groups like IIE

*http://www.bankinfosecurity.com/job-hunters-guide-to-social-media-a-2309/op-1
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Prepare a portfolio of your work:  Bring examples of your work in a portfolio to share 

during the interview.  This is another great visual way to show your work and the 

results.  If financially feasible create a copy of the portfolio that you can leave with 

the employer after the interview.  If not be prepared to say, “I’m sorry this is the only 

copy I have of my portfolio, would it be alight if I emailed it to you?”

Print copies of your resume:  Always have extra copies of your resume.  Hiring 

managers may have a copied or faxed version that is hard to read.  They may also be 

viewing a simple text format.  Make sure they have the best copy in their hands.

Dress professionally:  “You never get a second chance to make a first impression.” 

The majority of you will be interviewing at companies that will require business attire 

for the interview.  Don’t  miss this chance to make a good first impression. Wear a 

conservative two-piece business suit with polished shoes.  Gentlemen wear a pressed 

shirt and conservative tie.  Ladies should wear a long-sleeved shirt/blouse.  Be well 

groomed and wear no cologne or perfume.

GUIDE: Interview Dress for Men and Women

• Conservative two-piece business suit (solid dark blue or grey is best)

• Conservative long-sleeved shirt/blouse (white is best, pastel is next best)

• Clean, polished conservative shoes

• Well-groomed hairstyle
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• Clean, trimmed fingernails

• Minimal cologne or perfume

• Empty pockets--no bulges or tinkling coins

• No gum, candy or cigarettes

• Light briefcase or portfolio case

• No visible body piercing (nose rings, eyebrow rings, etc.)

Interview Dress for Men

• Necktie should be silk with a conservative pattern

• Dark shoes (black lace-ups are best)

• Dark socks (black is best)

• Get a haircut; short hair always fares best in interviews

• No rings other than wedding ring or college ring

• No earrings (if you normally wear one, take it out)

Interview Dress for Women

• Always wear a suit with a jacket

• Shoes with conservative heels

• Conservative hosiery at or near skin color (and no runs!)

• No purses, small or large; carry a briefcase instead

• If you wear nail polish (not required), use clear or a conservative color

• Minimal use of makeup (it should not be too noticeable)

• No more than one ring on each hand

• One set of earrings only

One final note on Interview Dress:

While it goes without saying that your interview clothes should be neat and clean, 

very few interviewees give the same time and attention to their shoes. Shoes? Yes, 

shoes. I am aware of at least one Corporate Recruiter who forms first impressions 

based solely (pardon the pun) on shoes. This person does not have a shoe fetish - he 

subjectively judges that those who pay attention to details like their shoes are also 

likely to be diligent in their work life. And it is not just that person's opinion. Many 

have said that you can judge a person by their shoes. You will find that many ex-

military officers (many of whom have found their way into management positions in 

corporate America) are especially aware of a person's shoes. It is not enough to be 

clean, pressed, and ironed. Make sure your shoes are conservative, clean, and 

polished.

*http://procatalyst.blogspot.com/2012/10/interview-dress-code-for-men-

women.html
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• Learn about the company:

• What is/are their mission, values, history?

• What type of products or services do they make?  What are their 

specialties?  What are they known for?

• Read financial/stock reports.

• What kind of community involvement do they have?

• Always try to relate it back to something you admire and can contribute 

back to the company.

• Research company specific interview questions:

• Do a Google search

• When scheduling the interview, ask what type of interview: one-on-one, 

panel, behavioral, technical test, etc.

• Prepare and practice answers to common interview questions

• Tell me about yourself?

• Why do you want to work here?

• What are your most significant accomplishments?

• What are your weaknesses/How would others describe them?

• Why are you qualified for this position?

• What are your career goals?
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• Prepare three questions to ask the employer

• Examples:

• What is required to be successful at your company?

• What is the company culture like?

• You’ve interviewed and hired a bunch of other people for other 

positions…what has separated the ones you hired from the ones 

your didn’t?

*http://www.slideshare.net/Steveraye/job-search-tips-for-new-grads-for-slide-share
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Arrive On Time: Show up 5 minutes prior to your appointment. If you arrive earlier 

than that, wait out of sight. Arriving too early can be an intrusion.

If possible, find the interview location before the interview: Find the location ahead 

of time. Make sure you know where you are going, how to get there and how long it 

will take. The interviewer does not want to hear you apologize because you got stuck 

in traffic or worse yet, got lost.

Turn off cell phone or leave it in your car: I realize that for some people the thought 

of being separated from their cell phone for even a minute is terrifying. Trust me, you 

can do it. It is the only way to insure that your phone will not ring during the 

interview. I know. You think you will simply turn it off, but how many times has a 

phone rung when it was supposed to be turned off or on silent ringer? We all know 

the horror stories and the interview is no time to be the main character in yet 

another cell phone tale.

Always, be nice to the receptionist:  For many hiring managers the receptionist can 

be their “go to person”.  They will ask them what they thought of the candidate and 

how they treated them.  I have seen this first hand and it will make or break a 

candidate.  

Again, professional dress
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*http://mannersthatsell.com/interview-etiquette-for-the-new-graduate/
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Firm handshake and look them in the eye: “Hi! Isaac Mitchell, nice to meet you.  

Thank you for having me here today.”

When offered something say, “Yes”:  Creates an open environment and avoids the 

feeling of being shut down.

‘Look and see’ to start conversation: Look for things that decorate the office to tell 

you things they want you to know about them: kids, pictures, hobbies, interest, 

background.

Don’t discuss money in the interview:

1. Don’t talk about salary too soon: Salary negotiation is all about timing. If you ask 

about salary in the first interview it makes you look as though you're applying for 

the job because of the money and that is all you care about.  The time to talk 

about salary is when they say they want you for the job. Before that, it’s a moot 

point.

2. If asked about salary right way, change the subject: “I’m sure we can come to a 

salary agreement if I’m the right person for the job. I’d like to see if we agree that 

I am.” 

3. Do your research and prepare to negotiate: Before you go into the interview, 

know the going rate for your experience and position. Websites such as 

Salary.com can give you a good idea of your salary range.
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Remember  S.T.A.R : Situation, Task, Action, Result: The answer should be short and 

sufficient, never more than five minutes.

Determine next steps: Ask the interviewer about the timing of follow up and 

selection process.

Always, thank them for the interview:  Ask for a business card and the best contact 

information for follow up.

*https://www.wetfeet.com/articles/when-and-how-to-discuss-salary-during-an-

interview
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One of the most common interview questions asked is, "So, tell me a little about 
yourself.”  How you answer this questions will set the tone for the entire interview. 
Don’t answer, “What do you want to know?”  It tells the employer that you have not 
prepared properly for the interview and are likely to be equally unprepared on the 
job. Make sure you have practiced and are prepared a good answer to this question. 

1-3 minute answer:  Think of your response as a movie preview. Previews are also 
short but show clips of the movie that people would want to see more of later.  
They provide enough information about the movie so that you could ask 
intelligent questions about what the movie is about. Avoid rambling and provide 
employers some topics to gain interest and ask you more questions. 

Keep it professional not personal:  One of the biggest mistake people being 
interviewed make is thinking the interviewer really wants to know about them as 
a person.  The interviewer wants to know that you can do the job, that you fit into 
the team, what you have accomplished in your prior positions and how can you 
help the organization.

Relevant experience and accomplishments:  Start with your most recent 
employment/education and explain why you are well qualified for the position. 
Highlight your most important accomplishments so you stand out from everyone 
else.
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Personal qualities, traits and key strengths with examples: Again, highlight your 

most important strengths with examples so you stand out from everyone else.

What's in it for them? The key to all successful interviewing is to match your 

qualifications to what the interviewer is looking for. 

Explain why you want to work for the company: Tell them specifically why you want 

to work for their company.

*http://www.theladders.com/career-advice/how-to-answer-tell-me-about-yourself-

interview-question

*http://www.career-

opportunities.net/articles/view/how_to_answer_tell_me_about_yourself_interview_

question

*http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CumOvDWnUDY&feature=related
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1) Tell what your current status is:
•I just graduated with my Bachelors of Science in Industrial Engineering from the University of Tennessee with a 3.2 GPA. 

2) Describe what you do at work and/or school:  Your whole career needs to be condensed into one to two  sentences that 
encapsulates the most important aspects of your career and studies. 

•My coursework in Lean gave me a strong foundation to begin my professional career at East Tennessee Children’s Hospital and 
I'm excited to learn firsthand about applications of Lean in healthcare. In additional to my school work and have completed a
yearlong co-op rotation at Sea Ray Boats as a Process Engineer. This experience taught me both the technical industrial 
engineering application along with how to effectively communicate with different groups of people from the Plant Manager to 
the Shop Floor employee.

3) Describe one or two things you've accomplished or excel at that directly relate to the position: This accomplishment should 
be one that the client will be interested in hearing, one that is easily explained or illustrated, and one that clearly highlights your 
bottom line impact. When done correctly this will build interviewer intrigue about the accomplishment so that he/she inquires 
further, giving you an opportunity to further discuss your career success. 

•I am a very motivated, organized and thorough person.  I was able to utilize these traits as President of the University of 
Tennessee IIE Student Chapter.  I planned and lead the 2012 Student Regional Conference with over 150 attendees that 
included facility tours, educational workshops, and keynote speakers while securing financing from 5 corporate sponsors to 
make the conference affordable for students. Additionally, I was honored to receive the IE Department’s Outstanding 
Undergraduate Student Award given to one student who excel academically, professionally and in the community.

4) Mention why you decided to apply for this position: The final piece of the statement should summarize specifically why you 
applied for the position and at you want to do next in your career.  It needs to change from interview to interview to make sure 
it matches exactly what the client will be interviewing you for. 

•I am very interested in applications of Lean in healthcare and working for East Tennessee Children’s Hospital and their 
dedication to improving the health of children.  I feel that my education, work experience and ability to motivation, organize 
and lead people has prepared me for the Lean Coordinator positions and career at East Tennessee Children’s Hospital.

*http://www.career-opportunities.net/articles/view/how_to_answer_tell_me_about_yourself_interview_question
*http://www.careerbuilder.com/Article/CB-1988-Interview-Tips-How-to-answer-Tell-me-a-little-about-yourself/
*http://www.ambrion.com/pdfs/Ambrion-AboutYourself.pdf
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Get contact information: Again the last thing you want to do in an interview is thank them and then 
ask for a business card and the best contact information for follow up.

Hand written thank you letter: Use quality paper and ink.

Mail the letter the day of the interview:  Place it in interoffice mail if possible. 

Include at least one specific reference to the interview conversation.

If your not going to write a handwritten letter or time is of essence, send a email thank you note. 
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From the Wall Street Journal Article “The 'Trophy Kids' Go to Work”:

•When Gretchen Neels, a Boston-based consultant, was coaching a group of college 

students for job interviews, she asked them how they believe employers view them. 

She gave them a clue, telling them that the word she was looking for begins with the 

letter "e." One young man shouted out, "excellent." Other students chimed in with 

"enthusiastic" and "energetic." Not even close. The correct answer, she said, is 

"entitled." "Huh?" the students responded, surprised and even hurt to think that 

managers are offended by their highfalutin opinions of themselves.

•If there is one overriding perception of the millennial generation, it's that these 

young people have great -- and sometimes outlandish -- expectations.

•More than 85% of hiring managers and human-resource executives said they feel 

that millennials have a stronger sense of entitlement than older workers, according to 

a survey by CareerBuilder.com. The generation's greatest expectations: higher pay 

(74% of respondents); flexible work schedules (61%); a promotion within a year 

(56%); and more vacation or personal time (50%).

*http://online.wsj.com/article/SB122455219391652725.html
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It’s not just about you anymore. It’s about your customer, your boss, your coworkers and 

your company.

•In elementary school through college it was all about you. Grades, awards, extracurricular 

activities.

Be confident in your abilities while simultaneously being humble.

• Confidence is a great trait to have. Being cocky or arrogant is taking things a bit too far 

creates an inability to work well with others and unwillingness to be flexible. It is possible 

to be confident in your abilities while being humble simultaneously. Check your ego at 

the door when it comes to your job. There is always going to be someone smarter, who 

learns quicker, is harder working, has a better pedigree… does something, anything at a 

higher level than you. 

Grunt work: It’s not an insult to your skill or intelligence.  It’s an opportunity to show you 

are willing to earn your way and demonstrate your true capabilities.

•Having a degree doesn’t mean you shouldn’t have to do grunt work. Remember, everyone 

has to start somewhere, and for you that may very well mean at the bottom. 

*http://www.dollarversity.com/mistakes-new-graduates-should-avoid-when-applying-for-

jobs/
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Don’t expect a promotion before your 90 day review: According to a survey by 

CareerBuilder.com, 56% of Millennials expect a promotion within a year. 

Show your boss what you can do, take on tough assignments: Learn this phrase “I 

can help with that”.  Successful people are those who work hard and go above 

and beyond whenever possible. No one ever got promoted or built a successful 

career by doing the bare minimum.

Actively identify problems and fix them:  Don’t just sit around and wait for problems 

and assignments to find you.  Also, Don’t just tell your boss or your peers where 

there are problems.  Everyone knows there are problems.  The hard part is 

knowing how to fix them by bringing people on board, implementing the change 

and sustaining projects for the long term. 

Climbing the ladder is a matter of hard work and perseverance.  Good News: 

Companies will need to fill positions left vacant by retiring baby boomers but also will 

benefit from this generation's best and brightest, who possess significant strengths in 

teamwork, technology skills, social networking and multitasking. Millennials were 

bred for achievement, and most will work hard if the task is engaging and promises a 

tangible outcome.

*http://online.wsj.com/article/SB122455219391652725.html
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*http://msn.careerbuilder.com/Article/MSN-3192-College-Internships-First-Jobs-

New-college-grads-6-tips-

forsuccess/?SiteId=cbmsn43192&sc_extcmp=JS_3192_advice
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Get to know your coworkers

1. Learn about their interest?  Family, Travel, Sports, Volunteering

2. Use the “Look and See” approach to spark conversations

3. Build on this work relationship by following up and learning more

Be careful not to divulge too much of your personal life too fast:   Spend some time 

getting to know everyone before you decide to trust them with your personal

info. 

Stay out of office gossip:  Its great to get to know you coworkers but be careful not to 

cross that line into gossip and rumor mills that can sometimes escalate into 

lateral violence.
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Learn about the correct communication methods in you job.  

1. What do other people use?

2. Which method is preferred for a particular process?

3. Which method is preferred for a particular group?

4. When is face-to-face better?
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1. Formal meeting invitation to front line workers: Interoffice Mail

2. Close-ended question for clarification on a document or project plan: 

Phone

3. Weekly Excel report update: Email

4. Seeking input from colleagues on a project or change: Face-to-face

*http://www.publishyourarticles.net/eng/articles/3-essays-on-face-to-face-

communication-vs-emails-or-phone-calls.html
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• Retirement

The solid blue line above shows the results for a hypothetical investor who begins 

saving and investing $3,600/year at age 25. If that investor earns 8% per year, at age 

65 he will have about $1 million (that's actually why I picked $3600). Readers will not 

be surprised to see that the hypothetical investor who starts investing at age 25 has 

more money at age 65 than the investors who start at age 35 and 45. However, many 

of you will be surprised once they fully understand what the other two lines 

represent.

The dashed red line shows the results for an investor who waits until age 35 to start. 

What's remarkable is that this hypothetical investor saved and invested twice as 

much money each year -- $7,200 year. Even though he is earning the same rate of 

return (8%), he is unable to catch up because he started 10 years later. Put another 

way, if he had only invested $3,600/year he would have ended with less than half the 

nest egg of the investor who started at age 25.

The dotted green line shows the results for an investor who starts investing at age 45. 

In this case, I had the investor save and invest four times as much each year --

$14,400. As you can see, even that is not enough to overcome the disadvantage of 

starting so late.

These somewhat surprising results are examples of the magic of compounding.
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• Company Match:  Who in the room world gamble if they were given 100% odds on 

doubling their money?  That’s exactly what companies do with they match 401k and 

403b retirement plans.  Employees will typical match anywhere from 2-6%.  Don’t 

miss out on this free money.  Make sure you understand the 401k vesting policy.   

Typically if you leave a company before a certain number of years, they will take back 

that vested balance. 

• Tuition Reimbursement: Take advantage of companies tuition reimbursement 

plans.  There is no better time to pursue an advance degree early in your career 

especially if it is for free or at a subsidized cost.  Make sure you also understand your 

company’s requirements and rules for tuition reimbursements.  Most require set 

years of service/employment after the courses are taken or you will be subject to 

repayment.

• Health Insurance: Just because you are young and healthy does not mean you don’t 

need health insurance.  We are all one accident away from going bankrupt.  Do 

research your companies plan carefully and see which one benefits you the most.  If 

you are married, compare with your spouse on the best plan.

*http://observationsandnotes.blogspot.com/2009/08/importance-of-starting-to-

invest-early.html

*http://20somethingfinance.com/401k-match/
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Sometimes it’s the little things that can make or break you.  Just be aware of these 

types things and don’t take them lightly. 
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Find out what is important to your boss and your company: Once you start your 
career you will be given several projects.  Often times more projects and task then 
you have time for.  What you believe is important may be different than your boss.  
First prioritize your projects on your own.  Then sit down with your boss and review 
the list and modify it if needed.

Make your boss and team members look good: You and the boss are the same ... 
kind of.  You're not the boss, but you are a reflection of your boss, and it behooves 
you both to project a positive image. Improving the boss’s image isn't just about 
making his or her life easier and earning pats on the back. The whole process involves 
better communication between both of you and building a strong relationship. 
Eventually become invaluable to the boss so that you're the default go-to person.

Give thanks and share praise:  When a project is completed always give thanks and 
share praise with those involved.  It will help you ten-fold on future projects.  

Be involved by volunteering for assignments or heading committees and projects:  
It’s a great way to help while also meeting new people in the company outside of 
your department. 

*http://www.careerbuilder.com/Article/CB-1271-Getting-Ahead-Why-You-Should-
Make-Your-Boss-Look-Good/
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Get involved with professional organizations and societies:    

• Professional networking:  Learn from fellow practitioners.  Join professional 

organizations and attend events where you can expect to meet prospective hiring 

managers and mentors. Look into a campus career center or alumni office's 

networking programs. The more people you can meet and impress in person, the 

more likely someone will refer you for an opportunity.

• Have a reading list: Stay up to date on new concepts, approaches and finding.

Learn skills valuable to your employer and future goals:

• Take advantage of internal training and tuition reimbursement

• Teach Other:  For thousands of years, people have known that the best way to 

understand a concept is to explain it to someone else. “While we teach, we 

learn.”

*http://ideas.time.com/2011/11/30/the-protege-effect/#ixzz2GrJLZvFd

*http://www.nuclearmuseum.org/store/p398/Einstein-Poster-

Wisdom/product_info.html

*http://money.usnews.com/money/blogs/outside-voices-careers/2012/04/18/10-

smart-things-new-grads-should-do-to-get-a-job-?s_cid=related-links:TOP
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YmwwrGV_aiE&feature=fvwrel
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http://money.usnews.com/money/careers/articles/2012/08/02/5-helpful-job-

websites-for-new-grads
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